Parliamentary Government in England
They had the confidence which came from an ever-
increasing volume of trade. They found that the trade
unions could, without undue sacrifice, be reconciled to
the foundations of the existing order. Not, perhaps, until
the turn of the century was there any revival of the doubts
to which Ba'gehot gave expression. After 1906, they can
be detected in an increasing degree as the demands of the
working-class begin to be emphatically made. There is
a period from 1906 to 1914 in which it seems that,
despite critical moments, the alliance between Liberalism
and Labour will keep the latter in safe leading-strings;
as late as 1911 Mr. Ramsay MacDonald was discussing
the possibilities of coalition with Mr. Lloyd George, But,
as we now look back upon those years, it is clear that the
unrest of 1911 in industry was not a superficial pheno-
menon but the index to a deep dissatisfaction on the part
of the workers with their material condition. There was
a new trade unionism abroad, as militant and determined
as that which, after the dock strike of 1889, had given
birth to the Independent Labour Party. That unrest made
any permanent reconciliation between Labour and Liberal
capitalism an impossible adventure. For the latter was
already deeply involved in those diplomatic difficulties of
which the war of 1914 was the outcome. That war ended
an epoch; for its result, psychologically intensified by the
Russian Revolution, was to breed in the Labour Party a
conscious determination for an independent position in
the State. Once it had come to this decision, an abyss had
opened between itself and the older parties* The question
was posed for the first time since  1832 whether the
Constitution could successfully bridge that abyss without
violent disruption.
This is, I think, evident upon any analysis. In no period
since 1832 have so many concessions been made to the
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